
Ksix SmartLED outdoor flexible neon 
strip, 5m, WiFi + APP, 32W, 380lm, Dream 

Color RGBIC, IP65, Fixing clips included

DESCRIPTION

Neonise your garden, your pool or the path to your house with this smart and 

flexible neon strip with 270° lighting angle. Play with several RGBIC colours at 

once through the TuyaSmart app, program on/off times and much more. With 

IP65 protection so rain is no problem. Plus, it's super easy to attach thanks to its 

included aluminium clips. The most futuristic outdoor lighting has arrived!

Coloured light in neon format

This neon strip not only offers 380 lumens, 32W of power and 84 LED pieces per 

metre. It also has an infinity of Dream Color RGBIC colours that allows you to play 

with several colours at the same time, creating really unique effects. From the app 

you can customise each of the parts of the neon, achieving a strip full of different 

colours and effects.

Control the neon from your mobile phone

Turn the neon on and off, regulate the power, synchronise it with the music and 

even programme the lighting hours of your strip from your smartphone to save 

energy. All from the comfort of the TuyaSmart or Smart Life apps, making it easy 

and fun to control the lighting. Available for Android and Apple devices. You can 

also control it from its IR remote control, its integrated remote control or through 

voice assistants.

Waterproof and rainproof

The IP65 protection of this neon strip means that the weather outside won't be a 

problem. It doesn't matter if a storm hits, because your outdoor lighting will be 

protected against all kinds of weather. Just protect the socket... and everything 

will be under control!

Quick and easy installation

First you need to find a completely smooth, dry and clean surface. Install the 

aluminium clips on the surface with the screws, attach the neon strip to each of 

the clips, connect the power adapter... And you have your neon ready to go!

5 metres of neon light

This flexible neon strip with a lighting angle of 270º, designed to create much 

more enveloping and personalised atmospheres, is 5 metres long and will allow 

you to illuminate any large outdoor surface without any problem. Try it to 

illuminate walls, pool edges, paths... Or any area of your garden that you want to 

make shine.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Dimensions Ø 1.4 cm x 5 m

Connectivity Bluetooth + WiFi
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Compatibility Siri, Alexa, Google Home

Material PVC

Input parameters 24V/1.5A

Cable length 3 m

Degree of protection IP65 (Spotlights) IP44 (Socket)

Power 32W

Brightness 380 lm

LED Color RGBIC

Lifetime 20,000 h

Beam Angle 270 grados

Voltage 220-240 V/50-60 HZ

APP Tuya Smart, Smart Life

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXOUTL3N EAN: 8427542128245 Recommended retail price: €59.90
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